
FROM YOUR FELT PACK

 Any plain felt background

 Access to the pieces from 
the full felt pack 

 The coloured strings for 
whiskers

 The extra felt sheets for 
cutting out details for the 
cat or the mice

 Pictures of mice in different 
positions (optional)

 Picture of a cat ‘ready to 
pounce’

 A pair of scissors (per child)

 Any toy mice that you have 
– use the pictures provided 
instead if necessary, or in 
addition to your toy mice if 
you don’t have many

 A toy cat

15–20 minutes

THE CAT AND THE FAMILY OF MICE

The Mice Family:

Look at your toy mice and/or pictures of mice one at a time, and describe them. Ask your child to describe the 
relative shapes, sizes and proportions of their body parts. Confirm the things that all the mice have in common –
a head, a body, legs, a tail, small ears, eyes and whiskers.

Now talk about the differences between the mice – that they are in different positions (e.g. standing up, lying 
down, sitting up, nose down to the ground, facing to the left or right); differences in colour and size; variations in 
features (e.g. whisker length and thickness, placement of eyes). 

Use substitute felt shapes to construct an image of a mouse, commenting on your actions 
as you do this (see images). 

Review what you have done together – ask your child to name the body parts and the 
details that they can see. Review the order in which you constructed the image, for 
example: What did I take first? Then what did I need to do? Where did I put it?

Now ask your child to build a mouse just like yours. Let them work by themselves; when 
they finish, talk about what they have done.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can copy your procedure for constructing a stylised mouse.
Your child can create a mouse independently, purposefully varying expressive details rather than 
copying yours exactly.
Your child can talk about their work, using an ever increasing range of language to describe 
objects and the natural world and to express their thoughts and feelings.
Your child admires the diversity of the completed mice, while expressing preferences.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To complete a richly detailed composition
To use a given procedure to add and modify specified features
To work collaboratively
To develop awareness and appreciation of living creatures
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Using the images below to help you, model how to construct images of two other mice of different sizes and in different positions, one at a time. Talk 
about them as you do them, as always, and place them around the bottom half of your background.

Then ask your child to construct a mouse that is different again from the ones you have already made. You can use some of the images above that 
you haven’t used already to help them, if they can’t think of their own idea.

Point out that you now have a family of mice. Admire them and talk about them, using the vocabulary of opposites – for example: small/big, 
happy/sad, standing up/lying down, mummy/daddy mouse, child/adult mouse and so on.

Ask them which mouse they like best and why, and how it is different from the others.

The Cat:

Now ask: Can you guess who is going to pay a visit now? Here’s a riddle to help you guess: Something is mewling by the door; it is holding up small, 
sharp claws; it is coming silently into the room; it’s purring… Bring out your toy cat. Tell your child that they can stroke the cat, if they are very careful 
and very gentle; they must not hurt the cat as if they do it will get frightened, and a scared cat may scratch. 

Look closely at the cat and discuss it’s body – the shapes and relative sizes of the head, ears, eyes and whiskers, and the colour of its fur. Ask the 
children to show you how the cat would chase a mouse or bird – how it would prepare to pounce. Look together of the picture of the cat provided, 
and how its paws are in front and it is facing directly forwards, towards what it is aiming to catch. 

Construct an image of a cat together, in that same position, using the image here to guide you. Talk about what you are 
doing as you do it – discuss which shapes would be best to use, and what part of the cat each represents. For example: What 
could we use to show his body behind his face? What about a semi-circle, to show his bottom pushed upwards as he prepares 
to chase the mice? And how could we show his tail sticking up in the air behind him? And he’s looking directly at us so what 
shape would be best for his face? And how many eyes will we be able to see, with him in this position? And so on.

Tell your child that this is a very special cat – it is kind, it never hurts anyone, but it is sad because it is all alone and feeling 
lonely. It likes to play ‘cat and mouse catch’. Ask them to help the cat feel happier by adding yet another mouse for it to play 
games with. Encourage your child to decide the size, the look and the posture of the mouse for themselves – to make their own 
individual choice about the appearance of the mouse while continuing to use the same underlying principles for structuring 
their creation. 

To end the session, look at the different mice, describe them and celebrate the variety of features, colours and postures.

THE CAT AND THE FAMILY OF MICE – continued 
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Cut out the mice and the cat separately.
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